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1. The social theory that entails the interaction of opposing forces starting from a point 
of momentary stoppage is the

     	--->> Hegelian

     	      Marxist

     	      Kuhnian

     	      Heraclitan:

2. Marx recognized the need for change so that societies could function

     	      divergently

     	      smoothly

     	--->> more equitably

     	      profitably

3. Functionalist sociologists focus on what _______ a system

     	      stimulates

     	      changes

     	--->> maintains

     	      advances

4. Social changes pervade all aspects of societal life and may manifest in these areas 
except

     	      economic change

     	      political change

     	      cultural change

     	--->> complex change

5. In contrast to functionalistsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ emphasis on stability, Marx argues that conflict is
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     	--->> desirable aspect of social change

     	      undesirable

     	      evil

     	      an abnormal aspect of social change

6. The problems of rural societies include the following except

     	      Vicious cycle of poverty

     	      Poor rural infrastructure

     	--->> Low intellegence quotient

     	      Inadequate employment opportunities

7. A paradigmatic change in the socio-economic structure, for instance a shift away 
from feudalism towards capitalism can best be described as

     	--->> Social change

     	      Social order

     	      Social injustice

     	      Social independence

8. Charles DarwinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s approach in the Evolution theory stresses a continuing 
progression of successive

     	      plant forms

     	      industrial forms

     	      economic forms

     	--->> life forms

9. The organization established to ensure that every Nigerian has access to good 
health care and health care delivery services is known as

     	--->> NHIS

     	      FIRS

     	      UBEC
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     	      DPR

10. One of these is not one of the elements of social structure according to Richard 
(2006)

     	      statuses

     	      social roles

     	--->> social governance

     	      social institutions
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